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I love the retro look and quality of these camera straps. Miguel Angel always 
does great work!

I love promoting this ivory substitute. Our new ‘carving in basket’ series 
brings basket weavers and tagua carvers together to create an ever 
growing selection of affordable tagua collectibles.

Mini Tagua Critters (pg 4) Washington Rodriguez

Zoe Hat (pg 12) Carlos Rojas

Dandy Pals (pg 20)

Cozy Scarf (pg 13) Hector Lema Vega

Giraffe in Pocket Sweater (pg 21) Daniel Ruiz

Camera Strap (pg 5) Miguel Angel RamosChris’ Pick

Marie’s Pick

Jia’s Pick Maldonado Family

Jamie’s Pick

Vivi’s Pick

Scarlette’s Pick

I can’t get enough of these scarves. In fact, I own a ton of blankets at 
home made from the same material! Nothing beats the softness and 
warmness of the brushed acrylic fabric from Hector.

I like the Zoe hat for its versatility. You can wear it out on a date or just going 
to your favorite fair trade store to shop.

I had the fortunate opportunity to work closely with the Maldonado’s in 
developing and designing this product. The time and care the Maldonado’s 
take with each and every piece is remarkable and I adore our collab!

My favorite animal is the giraffe. I love the contrast of the yellow and 
blue. It is handmade from artisans in my home country, so has a lot of 
sentimental value. 

Staff
Picks

Check out 
our Staff’s 
favorite 
picks this 
season!



Ecuadorian Wool Tapestry - Small
#92800
Beautifully dyed and woven wool. 
This handmade textile will look 
striking in any home. Measures 
approximately 24” x 36”. Can be 
hung as a tapestry or used as a 
rug. Each piece is unique. Made 
in Ecuador.

Center Burst

LlamasBirds Pueblos Many Bursts Totem Fish Bursts With Borders

We accept the artisans’ creative expressions so color choices will vary for each tapestry.
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Fish, Brown

Cat, Sitting Cat, Sleeping Dog Dog, Dachshund Dolphin Dove Elephant
(Also available in brown)

Eagle Frog Hippo Iguana Owl #1 Owl #2

Owl #3 Owl Profile Penguin Penguin with Skin Pig Rabbit Rhino

Rooster

Mini Tagua Critters
#60410
Carvings come shrink-wrapped in a gift basket with a small tagua nut and an informational product card included, 
making them a great grab-and-go gift. A menagerie to choose from, and our collection is always growing. Feel free 
to suggest new critter designs! Approximate dimensions: 1-11⁄2” x 1 -2”.

Seahorse Sea Turtle Stingray Tortoise Tortoise with Skin Whale Wolf

Fish, White

Owl #4

Squirrel

Panda

Crocodile

Polar Bear
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C) Suede Trimmed Pencil Case
#56901
Wrist loop on one end. Rainbow striped fabric. 
A variety of different trim colors available. 
Dimensions: 71⁄2” x 21⁄2” inch diameter. Made in Perú.

A) Camera Strap
#57601
Beautiful textile camera strap made with leather 
and acrylic fabric. Adjustable buckle straps, 
minimum length: 43” and maximum length: 66”. 
Strap width: 21⁄2”. Comes in a variety of colors and 
patterns. Made in Ecuador.

B) Kantha Drawstring Bag
#56551
Unique Kantha drawstring bags with an exterior 
pocket. Patterns and colors will vary. The Kantha 
material is sourced from upcycled saris. Made in 
Bangladesh.

B

A

C

Wolf

Polar Bear
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Cotton Wristlet
#56651
This wristlet features beautiful, saturated 
colors. Magnetic snap closure, multiple service 
pockets with large interior zipper pocket, and 
strap for carrying. A perfect wallet for day or 
night. Made in Bangladesh.

Pre-order our new Striped Ring #21601 (shown on model)

Bamboo Style Stone Bracelet
#25990
Delicate bracelet featuring a semi-precious stone 
with bamboo beads. Lobster clasp closure with 
adjustable chain. Made in Ecuador.

Black

Grey Batik

Blue Batik

Blue Tie Dye

Purple Tie Dye

Brown

Blue

Green
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Tetra Set
#23661
Simple and modern, this chic tagua set 
comes in trendy colors. Includes a pair 
of mis-matched earrings. Cord max 
length: 33” and earring drop 2”. Made in 
Ecuador.

Green/TurquoiseGrey/ Turquoise Melon/Pink

Grey/Turquoise
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Orange

Brown

Green

Dark
Brown

Red

Turquoise

Jungle Three Tier Set
#22861
Dyed pambil seeds 
and coconut make 
up this statement 
set which includes 
matching earrings. 
Adjustable slide closure 
on necklace. Made in 
Ecuador.

Jungle Seed 
Earrings
#22980 
Various designs 
made out of 
coconut, acaí, 
huayruro, and 
achera seeds. 
A wide variety 
of colors and 
styles available. 
Length: 1”-
2”. Made in 
Ecuador.

Check page 17 to see how you can get a FREE display with purchase of earrings!
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Boho Earring Pack
#21680
Some of Minga’s trendiest earring styles have now come together! Get a variety 
of designs. Made with alpaca silver and semi-precious stones. Made in Perú.

Cinco Stone Necklace
#21130
Five teardrop shaped 
semi-precious stones are 
suspended from alpaca 
silver wire. Lobster clasp 
closure, adjustable length. 
Made in Perú.

Light Green

Green

Turquoise

Brown

Black

White

Check page 17 to see how you can get a 
FREE display with purchase of earrings!
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Pluma Set
#23653
Beautifully cut and 
dyed tagua geometric 
statement piece. Comes 
with matching earrings. 
Max necklace length 331⁄2” 
and earring drop 2”. Made 
in Ecuador.

BlueGreenPink10



Mesh Necklace
#21850N 
Choker with a lovely 
semi-precious stone 
setting. Adjustable lobster 
clasp closure. Available 
in Teardrop, Oval, and 
Round shaped stones in 
all the colors shown. Also 
has a matching bracelet 
(#21850B) and can be 
sold as a set (#21850). 
Made in Ecuador.

Also Shown: Boho Earrings (Laurel style)

Grandstand Ring
#21111
Lustrous natural stones are bezel set on an adjustable band. Available 
with 12+ different stones. Face of stone is 11⁄2” long. Made in Perú.

Blue

Green

Pink

Brown

Black
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Zoe Hat
#52620
A classic silhouette that 
goes with any outfit. 
Felted 100% wool with 
a ribbon around the 
crown. Brim width: 33⁄4”. 
Made in Ecuador.

Laurel Stud
#23580
Earrings made from reconstituted tagua, pieces of 
hand inlaid and polished aluminum, and dyed unique 
colors. Dimensions H: 1” x W: 3⁄8. Made in Ecuador.

Bell Hat
#52282
Felted wool hat with a large bow accent that adds 
elegance to any outfit. Available in S, M, L and XL. 
Made in Ecuador.

Fiori Stud Earring
#21283
Alpaca silver studs 
with semi-precious 
stone settings. Made 
with sterling silver 
posts 1⁄4 - 1⁄2” long. 
Made in Perú.

Wine

Cream

Brown

Black

Brown Black
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Chico Scarf
#51506 
Soft and comfortable, this knit infinity scarf is made with colorful 
speckled yarn. Comes in a variety of colors. Acrylic. Made in Ecuador.

Cozy Scarf - Now in 4 styles!
#51501
The fabric used in these scarves is brushed 
to give it an unbelievably soft and fuzzy 
texture. Comes in dozens of stylish color 
combinations. Striped and Upcycled 
patterns available in Infinity or Flat style. 
Acrylic. Made in Ecuador.

Red

Infinity - 
Upcycled

Mustard

Mustard

Blue

Grey

Brown

Black

Aqua

Aqua

Pink

NEW
Flat Style

Flat - 
Striped
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Kantha Coin Purses
Medium #56580
Small #56581
Small zippered pouches 
made from 100% cotton 
kantha for coins and 
other miscellaneous 
objects. Designed from 
reclaimed saris, it is an eco-
friendly product. Made in 
Bangladesh.

Medium

Small

Incan Belt, Heavy Buckle
#55264
A fine leather belt with acrylic 
fabric accents. Comes in two 
styles: Window and Overlay. 
Two colors available: Tan and 
Black. Small: 32-39”, Medium: 
35-401⁄2”, Large: 38-46”, XL: 42-
48.1⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Overlay / Black

Window / Tan
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Tooled Leather Bracelets
#29620
Stamped leather bands with 
geometric patterns and motifs. 
Adjustable sliding closure. 
Width is 5 ⁄8”. Made in Ecuador.

Back Pocket Wallet
#56264
This low profile leather wallet will hold the essentials and fit comfortably 
in your front or back pocket. Two criss-cross openings on both sides and 
center pocket. Available in Dark Brown, Black, and Tan. Dimensions: 4” x 
23⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

Dark Brown

Black

Tan
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Earring

Select 
increments of 
12 or 24 of the 
following lines: 

Elementality

LIVIANA

Fusion

Tagua

Jungle

your purchase of          fair trade earrings. 
Choose a natural oak or white finish with

96

DISPLAY

FREE

Use SKU 00000 - Rotating Earring Display - Display made in the USA16



your purchase of          fair trade earrings. 

Also known as vegetable ivory, tagua is a nut that 
grows on a species of palm tree native to Ecuador. 
Each tagua nut is sun-dried for 4-6 months before 
being carved, polished and sometimes dyed.

The styles and colors shown here are representative of a large, 
diverse collection of awesomeness. If you see something in 
particular that you like, let us know and we’ll do our best to 
accommodate your request. Otherwise, sit back, relax, and 
prepare yourself for a hand-selected variety of stylish earrings!
Made in Ecuador.

DISCOURAGE POACHING
It provides an alternative to ivory so the 
slaughter of elephants is reduced.
CREATE JOBS
The demand of hand crafted tagua 
provides much needed jobs for
farmers and artisans.
PREVENT DEFORESTATION
Tagua products encourage the growth 
and maintenance of the tagua palm 
which encourages reforestation.

WHAT IS TAGUA?

TAGUA HELPS...

Tagua #23881
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Simple Stone #21881 - Variety of shapes and colors available.

Vivid #21584 - Variety of shapes and colors available.

Jane #28284 - Variety of shapes and colors available.

The pieces included in our Elementality 
line range from gorgeous semi-precious 
stones in simple settings to intricate 
shapes teased out of alpaca silver wire. 
Let this piece of fair trade jewelry be an 
elemental part of your everyday style!

Alpaca silver is a durable metal alloy 
made with copper, zinc, and nickel 
that imitates silver but doesn’t tarnish 
as easily. The semi-precious stones used 
are mined in Perú and Brazil.
Made in Perú.

Enter a world of elemental colors, 
textures and materials...

The materials used in our 
Jungle Jewelry are sustainably 
harvested in the South 
American countryside by fair 
trade artisans. All of our bold, 
beautiful Jungle Jewelry is 
assembled by hand. Each 
purchase of Jungle Jewelry 
provides incentive to South 
American farmers to protect 
their land and forests.
Made in Ecuador and Perú.

Sustainable & Organic!

Jungle #22980 - Variety of shapes and colors available.

Coco Form #24481 - Variety of shapes and colors available.

Gourd Diversity #29982 - Variety of shapes and colors available.18



The name of our Liviana line comes from the 
Spanish word for “lightweight”. Made with 
anodized aluminum, this piece of jewelry is 
super lightweight, hypo allergenic and won’t 
tarnish. Each piece is shaped and twisted by 
hand by fun-loving, fair trade artisans in Perú.

Each piece of Fusion Glass jewelry 
is cut by hand from a larger sheet of 
glass. Next, the pattern and colors are 
selected and applied. Finally, the piece 
is fired, cooled and polished. From start 
to finish, it took one passionate artisan 
one whole week to achieve the glossy, 
bubbly piece of Fusion Glass that you 
hold in your hand. 

Live Lightly!

Art fuses with fashion in this 
handmade, one-of-a-kind 
piece of jewelry.

The styles and colors shown here are 
representative of a large, diverse collection 
of awesomeness. If you see something in 
particular that you like, let us know and we’ll 
do our best to accommodate your request. 
Otherwise, sit back, relax, and prepare yourself 
for a hand-selected variety of stylish earrings! Aluminum #29283

More styles in too many color combinations to show. Made in Perú.

Art Glass #29481
More shapes in too many color combinations to show. Made in Ecuador.

Naked Art Glass #29181
More shapes in too many color combinations to show. Made in Ecuador. 19



Dandy Pals
#43501
These delightful little 
friends are hand knit 
and pieced together 
with love. Colorful 
companions for 
curious capers. 100% 
wool outer, man 
made stuffing. Made 
in Ecuador.

Dandy Bunny Sweater Set 
#13587 - $17.50 each 
With this doll and matching 
sweater set, fun is just around 
the corner. Sweater features 
a ribbed high collar and is 
made with 100% wool. Made 
in Ecuador.

Carryall Keychain
#56433 
A convenient 
keychain pouch 
perfect for storing 
cash, coins, and 
other small items. 
Made with vibrant 
acrylic fabric. Striped 
fabric varies.  L: 33⁄4” 
x H: 11⁄2” x W: 11⁄2. 
Made in Perú.

Comes with fun hang tags
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Yarn Buddies
#43520
These hand-knit animals will brighten up 
any space. Characters vary between 31⁄2” 
(Ladybug) to 6” (Giraffe). Elastic hanger. 
Made in Ecuador.

A) Giraffe in Pocket Sweater
#13620
B) Rabbit in Pocket Sweater
#13586
C) Lion in Pocket Sweater
#13585
D) Dog in Pocket Sweater
(Available in Green, Red, or Blue)
#13581

These hooded ‘Animal in Pocket’ sweaters 
are made of 50/50 cotton/wool blend 
yarn and come in sizes 0, 2, 4, & 6. 
Footprint detail on front and back. Ribbed 
cuffs and waist, zip closure, two front 
pockets on sizes 2-6. Made in Ecuador.

B

C

D

A

Butterfly

Flying
Pig

Lion

Penguin

Clown Fish

Elephant

Owl
Toucan

Ladybug

Giraffe

Bumblebee

Astronaut

Martian
Horse

Teddy Bear

Tree Frog

MonkeyPandaChameleon

Turtle
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Animal Sweaters
#13380
Sweaters packed with 
personality! Ribbed cuffs 
and waist, zip closure, 
two front pockets. 
50/50 cotton/wool 
blend. Fleece-lined 
hood. A zoo of different 
animals to choose from. 
Hooded. Available 
sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6. Made in 
Ecuador.

Dog Lion Sheep

CowLadybugGiraffe

Wolf Monkey Bee

Shark

Owl

Unicorn
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Pink

Green

PurplePink Red

Purple

Yellow

Bow Sweater
#13582
This sweater proves the old 
adage that children are a gift. 
Appliqué bow detail at wrists. 
Crocheted edging at waist. Zip 
closure, two front pockets on sizes 
2-6. Hooded. Available sizes: 0, 
2, 4, 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. 
Made in Ecuador.

Fenced Garden Sweater 
#13584
An idyllic garden scene 
complete with appliquéed 
flower and butterfly detail. Zip 
closure, two front pockets on 
sizes 2-6. 50/50 cotton/wool. 
Hooded. Available sizes: 0, 2, 
4, 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. 
Made in Ecuador.

Hedgehogs in
Love Sweater
#13583
Quirky and definitely 
unique; you will not see a 
design like this anywhere 
else. Zip closure, two 
front pockets on sizes 
2-6. Hooded. Available 
sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6. Made in 
Ecuador.

Purple Turquoise

Sports Sweater
#13252
The perfect fit for budding 
athletes! Ribbed cuffs and waist, 
zip closure, two front pockets 
on sizes 2-6. Hooded. Available 
sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6. 50/50 cotton/wool. 
Made in Ecuador.

Red Blue

Turquoise
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Red

Kid’s Striped Sweater 
#13824
These bright color 
combinations 
are sure to melt 
the winter cold. 
Available sizes: 0, 
2, 4, 6. Two front 
pockets on sizes 2-6. 
Zip closure, Hooded. 
50/50 cotton/wool. 
Made in Ecuador.

Also shown:
Dandy Pal - Wyatt the Wolf

Blue

BlueLimePinkPlum Yellow

Chocolate Red

Denim

Oatmeal

Jurassic Sweater
#13250
Two friendly dinosaurs meet on a Jurassic 
meadow. Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip closure, 
two front pockets. Hooded. 50/50 cotton/wool. 
Made in Ecuador.

Green

Navy

Anchor Sweater
#13580
Who doesn’t love a 
sailor? Zip closure, 
two front pockets 
on sizes 2-6. Color 
as shown. Hooded. 
Available in sizes 0, 
2, 4, 6. 50/50 cotton/
wool blend. Made in 
Ecuador.

Choo Choo Sweater 
#13082
A multicolored steam 
train wraps around 
the body of this 
sweater. Available 
sizes: 0, 2, 4, 6. Two 
front pockets on 
sizes 2-6. Appliquéed 
smoke detail. 
Hooded. Zip closure, 
50/50 cotton/wool. 
Made in Ecuador.

Aslo 
shown:
Kid’s 
Jester Hat
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Kid’s Prism Cone Hat
#52431
Rich colors and lots of personality! 100% 
wool exterior, fleece lined. Multi-striped color 
combination will vary. Made in Ecuador.

Kid’s Ska Glittens
#53170
Gloves with a convertible mitten top. 
30/70 alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in a 
variety of colors. Made in Perú.

Kid’s Flower Applique Hat
#52925
Colorful caps in a multitude of colors 
with a contrasting knit applique flower. 
Scalloped edge, fleece lined, 100% wool 
exterior. Flower colors vary. Made in 
Ecuador.

Kid’s Alpaca Blend Gloves 
#53200
Soft and durable with an Incan motif. 30/70 
alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in a variety 
of bright colors. Made in Perú.

Animal Hats
#53030
An animal to suit every personality! Fleece lined, 50/50 cotton/wool. Available animals as shown. Made in Ecuador.

Kid’s Lined Earflap Hat 
#52834
Comes in a wide variety of colors and 
designs. Ask for feminine tones, masculine 
tones or both. Fleece lined, 50/50 cotton/
wool. Made in Ecuador.

Kid’s Jester Hat
#52841
A whimsical hat with three tassels on 
the top. Ask for feminine tones, masculine 
tones or both. Fleece lined, 50/50 cotton/
wool. Made in Ecuador.
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Rustic Alpaca Ribbed Armwarmers 
#53500
100% undyed alpaca wool with knit ribbing. Available 
in various natural earth tones. Approximately 101⁄2” 
long. Made in Perú.

Brown

Mocha

Beige

Cream

Cream

Grey

Charcoal

Cabled Legwarmers
#11520
Hand-knit in Ecuador with high quality, unbleached 
wool. Because the wool isn’t bleached before it’s 
dyed, the exact shade of the end product may 
differ slightly. Available in white, charcoal and black. 
Made in Ecuador.

Brown

Rustic Alpaca Fingerless Gloves 
#53980
Also known as “texting gloves”, handwarmers allow 
you to keep your hands warm and still perform tasks 
without bulky fingertips getting in the way. 100% 
undyed alpaca wool in various natural earth tones. 
Made in Perú.

Mocha

Beige

Cream

Grey

Charcoal

Mocha

Adult Alpaca Blend Gloves 
#53931 - $6.00 each / 24 Pk Disc. $5.00 each
30/70 alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in Incan and 
striped. Ask for bright colors, earth tones or both.

Alpaca Blend Legwarmers 
#57110
Trendy legwarmers in a variety of colors. Available in 
traditional Incan style in earth tones or jewel tones 
or wide stripes. Color collection as shown. 30/70 
alpaca/acrylic. Made in Ecuador.

Alpaca Blend Ridged Handwarmers
#53201
Warm, functional and lightweight. Available in earth 
tones and colors. Alpaca/acrylic blend. Approximate 
length 8”. Made in Perú.

Striped Toe Socks
#53203
Keep your little toesies warm with this alpacyrlic toe sock. 
Available in jewel toned stripes as shown. 30/70 alpaca/acrylic 
blend. Made in Perú.

Brown
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Adult Alpaca Blend Gloves 
#53931
30/70 alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in Incan 
and striped jewel tones. Striped color as shown 
(above). Made in Perú.

Adult Classic Mittens 
#51020
Available in an endless variety of color combinations! 
100% wool, acrylic fleece lined. Made in Ecuador.

Fleur Fingerless Gloves
#53532
Soft and durable texting gloves from Perú in a wide 
variety of colors and patterns. 30/70 alpaca/acrylic. 
Made in Perú.

Adult Alpaca Blend Glittens 
#53932
Fingerless gloves with convertible mitten tops. 30/70 
alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in jewel toned 
colors. Made in Perú.

Alpaca Blend Fingerless Gloves
#53930
Available in jewel toned stripes or earth toned Incan 
pattern. Incredibly soft, yet durable. 30/70 alpaca/
acrylic blend. Made in Perú.

Adult Classic Glittens 
#53820
Fingerless gloves with a convertible mitten top. 
Available in an endless variety of color combinations! 
50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.
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Prism Earflap Hat
#52432
100% wool exterior, acrylic fleece lining. 
Comes in several multi-striped color 
combinations. Made in Ecuador.

Margarita Beret 
#52234
Crocheted flower beret that fits like a charm. 
Available in 7 different colors. Made in 
Ecuador.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sulu Hat
#54233H
Fleece lined and hand-knit from 100% 
wool. Available in 8 colors. Made in 
Ecuador.

Clara Headband 
#52120
Fleece lined, 100% wool knit with a 
“pineapple” stitch. Available in 7 colors. 
Approximate width 41⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Reversible Alpacrylic Hat
#52923
This acrylic knit earflap hat is two hats in 
one. Available in pastels, earth tones, 
and jewel tones. Made in Perú.

Ear Cozy
#52072
Hand crocheted flower detail. 50/50 cotton/
wool blend. Button closure. Available in four 
colors. Made in Ecuador.

Grey Dark Grey Turquoise Purple

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Rustic Alpaca Earflap Hat 
#51073
A wintery motif is hand-knit with 
100% organic alpaca wool from the 
mountains. Made in Perú.

Rasta Hat 
#52200
A youthful winter beanie that comes in a 
variety of jewel-toned combinations. The 
20/80 alpaca/acrylic. Made in Perú.

Adult Lined Earflap Hat
#52231
These warm hats come in a variety of 
colors and styles. 50/50 cotton/wool, 
fleece lined. Made in Ecuador.

Rustic Alpaca Hat
#53982
100% undyed, organic alpaca. This hat 
features a subtle ridged pattern and 
slightly rolled edging. Made in Perú.

Ska Hat
#52073
Warm, soft and funky. Available in cool and 
warm tones. Made in Perú.
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Rustic Reversible Cap
#52285
100% hand-spun, undyed, organic 
alpaca wool. Several reversible color 
combinations available. Made in Perú.
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Cecilia’s Poncho
#11501
This free-spirited poncho comes with a floral (on model) or 
Incan design (below in swatches). Reversible, ribbed collar, 
and button at neck. Acrylic. Made in Ecuador.

Navy

Grey

Purple

Terra Cotta

Green Brown

Baja Pullover
#12250  
Long sleeved, hooded pullover shirt with a kangaroo pocket. 
Drawstrings on hood and bottom hem. Coconut buttons at 
neck. 100% acrylic. Please expect some variation in the colors 
and pattern of the fabric used in this item. Available in small, 
medium, large and extra large. Made in Ecuador.

Turquoise
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Grey-
Black

Cara Capelet
#11005 
Extra warm capelet. Three buttons and Mandarin Collar. Baby 
soft alpaca wool. 50/50 alpaca/acrylic blend. Made in Perú.

Burgundy-
Red

Moss-
Black

Blue-
Black

Blue/Black

Tan-
Chocolate

Cómodo Poncho
#11502
An open-front, hooded poncho with single button closure near 
the neckline. Two outside pockets with coconut button closure. 
Comfortable and fashionable, the look is finished with a roomy 
hood and fringe edging. Made in Ecuador.

GreyTeal

Turquoise

Navy Turquoise Brown 31



Armadillo Sweater
#11526
This incredibly warm and flattering sweater is ribbed at 
the waist with a slimming vertical link pattern. Made from 
quality sheep’s wool. Available with a hood (on model) or 
with a collar (see inset). Available in small, medium, and 
large. Made in Ecuador.

Boucle Knit Sweater
#11523
Fringed cuffs, hem and midline add texture to our unique 
Boucle Knit Sweater. Each sweater is unique and the pattern 
may vary. Made from quality sheep’s wool. Available in small, 
medium, large, and extra large. Made in Ecuador.

Hood

Hood

Collar
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Cordelia Sweater
#11530
A timeless sweater with a pattern that lasts. Made from 
quality sheep’s wool. Zip closure, two side pockets, tie belt. 
Available in small, medium, large, and extra large. Made in 
Ecuador.
Black Blue Purple White Plum

Ambato Sweater
#11522
Each of these luxuriously long and detailed sweaters takes 
one week to knit by hand. Each sweater is unique and the 
cable knit pattern will vary. Available with Hood (main image) 
or Collar (inset image). Made from quality sheep’s wool. 
Available in small, medium, and large. Made in Ecuador.

Collar

Hood
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On Back Cover: Tribal Blanket Scarf #51600

Navy

Charcoal

Light 
Purple

Red Orange Light Blue Turquoise

Light Purple

Navy

Purple Brown Light Grey Black White

Green

Cowl Neck Sweater
#11580
Cozy and warm with a distinct folded over, ribbed v-neck. 
Made from quality sheep’s wool. Sizes: small, medium, large, 
and extra large. Made in Ecuador.

100% Wool Adult Cable Knit Accessories
Gloves #53830
Hat #52031
Scarf #51831
50/50 Wool/cotton blend. All three pieces are fleece-lined for 
comfort. Made in Ecuador.
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Diamond Knit Scarf - #51171
Twelve earth tone color combinations available as shown. 30% alpaca 70% acrylic 
blend Dimensions: 8 1⁄2” x 65”. Made in Perú.

Zig Zag Scarf - #51281
Everyone needs a pop of color! A zig zag pattern in bright, fun colors. Color selection as 
shown. 20/80 alpaca/acrylic. Dimensions: 8 1⁄4” x 67”. Made in Perú.

Classic Alpaca Scarf - #51832
Simple, classic and versatile. 50/50 alpaca/acrylic. Dimensions: 72” x 9”. Made in Perú.

Déjà Vu Wrap - #51530
Beautiful geometric design available in a wide range of colors. Soft and 
luxurious. 30/70 alpaca/acrylic. Dimensions: 66” x 20”. Made in Perú.

Orange

Navy Dark Grey BlackLight GreyPurpleWineRedPinkTurquoise

Navy
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961 Park Drive Unit D
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
P: 262.248.8790
F: 262.248.6171
orders@mingaimports.com
www.mingaimports.com
facebook.com/mingafti
twitter.com/mingafti

Proud Member

Tribal Blanket Scarf
#51600
Soft touch, durable scarves 
with trendy geometric patterns. 
Versatile enough to double as 
lap blankets. Order a package 
amount and receive a variety of 
colors. Dimensions are L: 73” x W: 
241⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.


